2005 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

Division I

Coach of the Year: Jovan Vavic (University of Southern California)
Player of the Year: Juraj Zatovic (University of Southern California)

First Team
Adam Shilling (Goalie) University of Southern California
Juraj Zatovic University of Southern California
Peter Varellas Stanford University
John Mann University of California, Berkeley
Jesse Smith Pepperdine University
Juan Delgadillo University of Southern California
Thomas Hopkins Stanford University

Second Team
Sandy Hoener (Goalie) Stanford University
David Pietsch University of California, Los Angeles
Dreason Barry University of California, Irvine
Endre Rex-Kiss Loyola Marymount University
Brett McCleave Long Beach State University
Dragan Bakic University of the Pacific
Tim Hutton University of California, Irvine

Third Team
Nate Bennett (Goalie) University of California, Berkeley
Gergely Fabian Saint Francis College (N.Y.)
Thomas Corcoran University of Southern California
Michael Sharf University of California, Berkeley
Alex Radcliffe United States Naval Academy
JJ Garton Stanford University
Jonathon Hopkins University of California, San Diego

Honorable Mention
Ian Elliott (Goalie) Loyola Marymount University
Don Ricci (Goalie) University of Southern California
Will Didinger (Goalie) University of California, Los Angeles
Marko Popovic (Goalie) University of the Pacific
Grant Miller Pepperdine University
John Stover Princeton University
Brian McShane Loyola Marymount University
Stephen Mudreac  Saint Francis College (N.Y.)
Chris Pulido  University of California, Los Angeles
Pat Jacobson  University of California, Davis
Jay Gerardi  Long Beach State University
Marty Matthies  University of California, Berkeley
Logan Powell  University of California, Los Angeles
Ted Zepfel  University of Southern California
Grand Zider  University of California, Los Angeles

Division II

Coach of the Year:  Denny Harper (University of California, San Diego)
Player of the Year:  Jonathon Hopkins (University of California, San Diego)
First Team
Colin McElroy (Goalie)  University of California, San Diego
Brandon Borso  University of California, San Diego
Chris Eichholz  University of California, San Diego
Jonathon Hopkins  University of California, San Diego
Chris Feingold  University of California, San Diego
James Jacobson  Brigham Young University, Hawaii
Vlada Stankovic  Brigham Young University, Hawaii

Division III

Coach of the Year:  Ted Breshahan (Johns Hopkins University)
Player of the Year:  Sean McCreery (Johns Hopkins University)
First Team
Casey Finfrock (Goalie)  University of Redlands
Tim Brown  Pomona-Pitzer Colleges
Ryan Hall  University of Redlands
AJ Kotanjian  Whittier College
Sean McCreery  Johns Hopkins University
James Singleton  Johns Hopkins University
Linden Subin  University of California, Santa Cruz

Second Team
Joe Lyons (Goalie)  University of California, Santa Cruz
Scott Bredesen  California Lutheran University
Jared Carvitto  University of LaVerne
Ian Calpin  Johns Hopkins University
John Rodgers  Massachusetts Institute of Technology
JP Wright  Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges